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Where we are

• Done:

• ImpCore concrete syntax

• ImpCore abstract syntax

• Now: Semantics of ImpCore

• What is the meaning of an expression like (+ x 1)?
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Different Styles of Semantics

• Semantics: What is the meaning of a syntactically correct program?

1. Natural language description of the intended meaning

2. Whatever some particular compiler does

3. Mathematical description
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Natural Language Description

Postfix Increment Operator ++

A postfix expression followed by a ++ operator
is a postfix increment expression.

PostIncrementExpression:
PostfixExpression ++

The result of the postfix expression must be a variable of a type that is convertible
(§5.1.8) to a numeric type, or a compile-time error occurs.
The type of the postfix increment expression is the type of the variable. The result of
the postfix increment expression is not a variable, but a value.
At run time, if evaluation of the operand expression completes abruptly, then the postfix
increment expression completes abruptly for the same reason and no incrementation
occurs. Otherwise, the value 1 is added to the value of the variable and the sum is
stored back into the variable. Before the addition, binary numeric promotion (§5.6.2) is
performed on the value 1 and the value of the variable. If necessary, the sum is narrowed
by a narrowing primitive conversion (§5.1.3) and/or subjected to boxing conversion
(§5.1.7) to the type of the variable before it is stored. The value of the postfix increment
expression is the value of the variable before the new value is stored. Note that the
binary numeric promotion mentioned above may include unboxing conversion (§5.1.8)
and value set conversion (§5.1.13). If necessary, value set conversion is applied to the
sum prior to its being stored in the variable.
A variable that is declared final cannot be incremented because when an access of
such a final variable is used as an expression, the result is a value, not a variable.
Thus, it cannot be used as the operand of a postfix increment operator.

The Java R© Language Specification (Java SE 8 Edition)

vague, inaccurate, multiple

references to other sections

;
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Natural Language Description

Drawbacks:

• It is very difficult to write really precise definitions in informal prose

• It can get too large and hard to understand

• The Java R© Language Specification (Java SE 8 Edition) is more than

700 pages

(http://docs.oracle.com/javase/specs/jls/se8/jls8.pdf)

• Language implementors and users sometimes do not share a

common understanding of semantics

• It is not compositional: how do you add a feature to the language?

• Add a quick paragraph of text?

• How does the feature interact with the rest of the language?
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Particular Compiler Behavior

“The C++ language is whatever the compiler g++ version 5.3.1 does”

Drawbacks:

• It is often tricky to understand language constructs by just looking

into the behavior of a compiler

- How can you find the exact behavior of ++ from a C++ compiler?

• It is very difficult to ensure that a compiler X has exactly the same

behavior as compiler Y

- How do you implement a compiler that has the same behavior as the

reference compiler?
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“My idea is that the best language that

mankind has developed for stating things

clearly and precisely is mathematics.

And so the best way to write a specification

is using mathematics.”

Leslie Lamport, 2013 Turing Award winner
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Mathematical description

• Formal semantics:

mathematical definition of the language semantics

Advantages

• Less ambiguous

- Eliminate misconceptions that are inherent in natural languages

• More succinct

- Leads to clearer and more succinct description than informal English

• Formal reasoning

- Provides a foundation to state precise mathematical properties for

programs and to prove them

Drawbacks:

• Require mathematical background to understand and use
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Formal Semantics

Three main approaches to formally specify the semantics of programming

languages:

1. Operational Semantics: describes program behavior via execution

on an abstract machine

• Most useful for specifying implementations

• We study the operational semantics of ImpCore

2. Denotational Semantics: models program as mathematical

functions

3. Axiomatic Semantics: defines program behavior via logical

formulae that are satisfied before and after a program
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• Notation for operational semantics can be intimidating at first

• With practice you can read an operational description almost as

easily as a description written in informal English!
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Background: Inference Systems

• We use inference systems (from mathematical logic) to define

operational semantics

All great universities have smart students Premise 1

RIT is a great university Premise 2

RIT has smart students Conclusion
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Background: Inference Systems

• An inference system has two parts:

1. Definition of Judgments

• Judgment: statement asserting a certain fact for an object

2. Finite set of Inference Rules

• An inference rule has:

1. a finite number of judgments P1, P2, · · · , Pn as premises;

2. a single judgment C as conclusion

• If a rule has no premises, it is called an axiom

P1 P2 · · · Pk

C
(Rule name)

Premises above the line (0 or more)

Conclusion below the line
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Background: Inference Systems

Example: Use an inference system to define the set of even numbers

• Judgment: Even(n) asserts that n is an even number

• Inference rules:

- Axiom:

Even(0)
(Even0)

- Successor Rule:
Even(n)

Even(n + 2)
(EvenS)
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Derivation Tree

Even(0)
(Even0)

Even(n)

Even(n + 2)
(EvenS)

• To derive more judgments we create trees of inference rules

Even(0)
(Even0)

Even(2)
(EvenS)

Even(4)
(EvenS)

Even(6)
(EvenS)

• Does Even(1) hold?

• No, because there exists no possible derivation
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Derivation Tree

Judgment
JudgmentJudgment

JudgmentJudgmentJudgment
Judgment

Axioms

Rules
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Example: Less-than

Example: Use an inference system to define the less-than relation

• Judgment: n < m asserts that n is smaller than m

• Inference rules:

- Axiom:

n < n + 1
(Suc)

- Transitivity Rule:
k < n n < m

k < m
(Trans)

Exercise: Prove 0 < 3.
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Example: Binary Trees

Example: Use an inference system to define binary trees

• Judgment: x tree asserts that x is a binary tree

• Inference rules:

leaf tree

x tree y tree

node(x , y) tree

Exercise: Prove node(leaf, node(leaf, leaf)) tree.
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Summary

This Lecture

• Gave motivation for formal semantics

• Discussed the Inference systems

Next Lecture

• Operational Semantics using inference systems
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